Examine quantity and quality of bike parking at shopping center and provide more if needed.

Identify and replace bike "tire-catching" sewer grates along 7th St and other nearby roads.

Interchange ramp terminals on east side difficult for pedestrians and bicycles to cross.

No pedestrian crossing on south approach.

Marked crosswalks could improve pedestrian safety on 7th St.

Traffic calming along 7th to slow speeds and improve骑 術 comfort. Consider traffic circles at intersections to improve cross street movements.

Consider traffic calming near park to protect pedestrians from speeding motorists.

Bike lanes on 7th could improve bicycle comfort and safety, and also discourage vehicles from dangerously passing on the right.

Consider signal retrofit and retiming, along with marked crosswalks to allow safer pedestrian crossings at 7th/Military.

Regular street sweeping and possible driveways or warning signs would help bike comfort through underpasses.

Examine adequacy of pedestrian crosswalks, signal heads, and pedestrian signal timing.

Marked crosswalks could improve pedestrian safety on 7th St.

Identity and replace bike "tire-catching" sewer grates along 7th St and other nearby roads.

Consider signal retrofits and retiming, along with marked crosswalks to allow safer pedestrian crossings at 7th/Military.

Examine adequacy of pedestrian crosswalks, signal heads, and pedestrian signal timing.
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